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Press releases
Older cars in urban areas less to blame for harmful emissions
Another Success for Reach Robotics
Researchers have produced the first computational device operated by 'liquid marbles'
UWE Bristol students first to achieve clean sweep at radiography awards
UWE Bristol expert available for media interview on the Paradise Papers
Outcomes for people with infected diabetic foot ulcers are poorer than previously thought
2017-18 launch for scheme encouraging more young people to attend university
Centre for Appearance Research launches new educational board game

Coverage

BBC Online – Young people out of love with their bodies
Bristol 24/7 – Announcing Bristol24/7’s social impact partnership with UWE Bristol
Bristol 24/7 – Meet the young chefs taking part in the Bristol 24/7 Autumn feast
Phys.org - Researchers report novel collision-based computing technique
Bristol Business net – Bristol’s dedicated VR lab becomes a reality after gaining financial
backing
Guilfordco – Outcomes for diabetic foot ulcers worse than thought
Print Pattern – Designer Clare Phillips
Bristol 24/7 – Bristol robotics startup catches Apples eye
Democratic Audit – The new prison framework will be inflexible costly and do nothing to
ease chronic overcrowding and violence
Bristol Post – Students given taste of the world of work at the South West Skills Show
South West Business – UWE to host event exploring future business links with China
Bristol Post – How places in Bristol got there name
FE News – Everyone’s Different: The Appearance Game
Professor Nicholas Ryder (FBL) was interviewed by BBC Radio Bristol about the tax
avoidance issues surrounding the Paradise Papers.
Monthly published coverage totals for October 2017
Total articles published during October 431
Total circulation –200,403,587
Advertising Value Equivalent (AVE) – £1,197,851
Sourced by Gorkana
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